Protein-ligand Binding Region Prediction based on Geometric Features and CUDA Acceleration
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Abstract

Background

Protein-ligand interactions are key processes of triggering and controlling biological functions within cells. Prediction of protein binding regions on surface assists in understanding the mechanisms and principles of molecular recognition. *In silico* geometrical shape analysis plays a primary step to analyze spatial characteristics of protein binding regions and facilitates applications of bioinformatics in drug discovery and designing.

Methods

An efficient way based on CUDA parallel technologies was designed to extract solid angle feature of each surface atom. Among all surface residues, representative anchors were assigned according to ranking of solid angles. In addition, cavity depths and volumes were obtained through scanning multiple directional vectors within each selected cavity. Both depth and volume features were combined with various weighting coefficients for ranking predicted potential binding regions.
Results

Two testing datasets from LigASite, each containing 388 of bound and unbound structures were applied to predict binding regions, and the results were compared to two well-known prediction systems, SITEHOUND and MetaPocket2.0. It has shown that our proposed system outperformed the other systems with accuracy rates of 94.3% for unbound proteins and 95.5% for bound proteins through a ten-fold cross validation mechanism. Additionally, the CUDA parallel computing architecture was designed to enhance the computational efficiencies, and an average of 11-fold faster was obtained for computing geometric features on the testing datasets.

Conclusions

In silico binding region prediction has been considered as one of the initial procedures for structure-based drug design. To improve the efficacy of biological experiments for drug development, a system employing geometrical features only can achieve a surprisingly good overall performance on protein-ligand binding region prediction. Based on the same approach and rationale, these features also can be applied to predict carbohydrate-antibody interaction for further design and development of carbohydrate-based vaccines. The prediction website is freely available at http://SAVE.cs.ntou.edu.tw/.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of protein binding site prediction assists in understanding the mechanisms and principles of molecular recognition, and provides determining information for protein function annotation, construction of protein-protein interaction networks, drug design and discovery, and vaccine design and development [1, 2]. In recent years, various in silico methods for prediction of protein-protein and protein-ligand binding sites have been extensively developed [3]. However, the number of protein structures and protein complex structures grows exponentially in last decade, and it causes that a fast and effective algorithm to identify binding regions on a protein is still urgently required. Especially, an important application of carbohydrate vaccine development has gained much attention in last few years. A bioinformatics predictor could assist to predict binding pockets between a glycan and antibody since the carbohydrate-based vaccine is one of new strategies against pathogen infection and cancers [2]. The binding affinity of carbohydrate-based antibody is normally weaker than that of protein-based antibody. Therefore, a prediction tool for revealing characteristics of carbohydrate binding sites
could provide sufficient information for the development of carbohydrate-based vaccines.

In the past, different approaches based on geometric characteristics, physicochemical properties, or their combinations were frequently employed to predict the protein interaction regions. For example, in terms of geometric characteristics, a sparse global surface description of proteins obtained from Connolly surface and geometric characteristics of proteins in a two-dimensional projection space were discussed [4]. Among them, several physical shape characteristics were frequently employed to analyze and identify surface interfaces, such as accessible surface areas [5, 6], sequence conservation [7, 8], and amino acid compositions [9]. In addition, a number of different approaches adopted the Fourier-based concepts, transforming a three-dimensional grid onto a set of orthogonal basis functions and calculating overlapped areas by employing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques [10-12]. On the other side, the contents of interface residues and their corresponding physicochemical properties were also significantly considered and statistically analyzed for predicting binding sites. For example, the aliphatic and aromatic residues were usually enriched in the interface regions compared to the charged residues and several specific composition of amino acid residues indeed appeared with higher frequencies at binding interfaces than non-binding surface regions [13-15]. Although most of previous approaches predicting protein binding regions
adopted similar ideas for analyzing protein-protein interfaces and protein-ligand binding regions, different characteristics existed between these two major types of binding mechanisms, such as different binding architectures and different sizes of binding regions [16]. In this study, we aimed to design an improved prediction system for the type of protein-ligand binding mechanisms. The query proteins were assumed as rigid components for a straightforward approach by considering the geometric characteristics including solid angle, cavity depth and volume. Similar with most existing algorithms, this study also applied the concept of shape complementary as the primary filter to rank all potential binding regions. In addition, this paper also focused on grid-based structure construction techniques for surface residue identification and parallel processing mechanisms for efficient computations on geometric features. Accordingly, identified cavities and pockets with irregular shapes on protein surfaces can be efficiently determined and ranked as protein-ligand binding regions.

In this study, the solid angle and associated features were considered as the main geometric attributes for protein-ligand binding region analysis. Connolly proposed the first solid angle approach according to protein surface binding characteristics that if two points could be fitted into each other, then the sum of two compactly matched solid angles would be $4\pi$ in a three-dimensional space [17]. There are mainly two major methods for
computing solid angles. The first approach employs the Gauss-Bonnet formula to find solid angles on surface points while the second adopts a virtual sphere concept on the protein surface by calculating the steradian formed by the protein surface and the virtual sphere, and dividing by the square of the radius of the virtual sphere. Both methods provide the solid angle of a specified surface point. Subsequently, several papers utilized the superior characteristics of solid angles and significant results were published in the fields of protein docking [18, 19] and structure alignment [20]. Nevertheless, due to huge amount of surface atoms on protein surfaces and which required tremendous computational power and time for solid angle calculations, this paper utilized the NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) technology to enhance execution speed of the proposed algorithms. CUDA is a parallel computing architecture that utilizes graphics processing units (GPUs) for general purpose computing. GPU was originally employed to speed up graphics display and it could quickly and easily generate a lot of threads. Moreover, the floating point operation and memory bandwidth performance are much faster than CPUs [21]. The multi-core architecture allows each thread to perform an identical computing task simultaneously. Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007, harnessing the power of the GPU becomes easier. Recently, numerous GPU based algorithms in bioinformatics have been proposed, including sequence alignment [21-24], protein docking [25], surface area
[26, 27], molecular dynamic simulation [28] and systems biology [29]. In this paper, we also adopted the CUDA architecture to reduce the required computational time and developed an effective prediction system to identify binding regions through evaluating geometric features of solid angles, depths and volumes of cavity on protein surfaces. From the experimental validations and compared performance to other existing systems, the proposed system can be considered as a good selection for detecting protein-ligand binding regions, and further applications on drug and vaccine development.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The proposed prediction system was composed of five major steps (see Error! Reference source not found.), and a PDB identifier or a PDB file could be imported into the system for analysis. Multiple chains or specific range of a protein structure could be assigned and evaluated simultaneously according to users’ requests. The CUDA mechanism was developed to parallelly compute the spatial features of huge amount of atoms on the query protein surfaces. Each step is briefly introduced as follows.
Grid-based Protein Structure Construction

The retrieved file from PDB database based on a PDB identifier or the input structural data file is stored in the PDB format [30] which contains complete spatial coordinate information of molecules through X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, Cryo-electron microscopy, or in silico prediction approaches. In this proposed system, the coordinates of atoms and corresponding van der Waals radii were transformed into
corresponding volume pixels (voxels) within a grid structure, which facilitated rapid identification of protein surfaces and efficient calculation of solid angle for each atom.

After discretization processes, the query protein was represented as a set of discrete voxels which were categorized to inside, outside and surface portions of the query protein respectively.

**Solid Angle Computation**

For each surface voxel within a protein, the proposed system computed its corresponding solid angle by using the following formula:

\[
SA = (V_{in} / V_{sphere}) \times 4\pi
\]

where \( SA \) is the value of solid angle, \( V_{in} \) denotes the number of voxels located on both surface of sphere and inside the protein, and \( V_{sphere} \) represents the total number of voxels located within the sphere surface. In this step, the recommended radius of the sphere by Connolly was defined as 6 Å for all surface voxels[17]. The proposed system employed CUDA coding modules to compute solid angles on all surface voxels parallelly to enhance the computational performance.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the idea of how to efficiently calculate a solid angle from equation (1) and an example of calculated solid angles for all surface voxels of the query protein.
protein. In Figure 2(b), the red spheres represented the solid angles with small values, and those surface voxels were also generally expressed as the spheres located on convex regions. Reversely, the blue colored spheres represented relatively large values of solid angles on the protein surface, and these voxels reflected concave areas. Flat surface areas were represented by spheres with white or lighter-shaded grey colors.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2** (a) A 2D representation for solid angle calculation, $V_m$ is the volume of virtual sphere located within the interior regions of the query protein (blue circle line), and $V_{sphere}$ represent the volume of the total sphere (black dotted circle line). (b) Calculated solid angles on surface areas of the query protein (PDB ID: 1TPA). Red colored spheres are recognized as protruding regions; white or lighter-shaded spheres represent flat regions; blue colored spheres represent concave regions on protein surfaces.

**Surface Anchor Residues and Clustering**

Since we were looking for binding cavities from a query protein, in this study, only surface voxels with solid angles ranked in top 20% were clustered into representative groups. Two surface voxels would be clustered into an identical group when they were neighboring voxels located within a threshold distance (8 Å) and both voxels possessed solid angles at a similar level. A surface voxel with the largest solid angle within the selected clustered
group was considered as the representative anchor of the group.

is an example of surface voxels after clustering processes. Different colors represented different representative groups and red dots denote the anchors for various groups. These identified groups generally possessed larger average solid angles (concave regions) and were stored separately to facilitate the future applications on binding region identification.

![Concave Anchors](image)

**Figure 3** The clustered surface residues of the query protein structure (PDB ID: 1TPA) according to the ranking of solid angles. Red dots denoted the representative anchor of the clustered group.

**Geometric Feature Calculation**

After the assignment of clustered groups and representative anchors, the system calculated additional geometric characteristics for each group, including average depth and volume of identified anchor regions. These selected features were required to possess
rotation- and translation-invariant characteristics since a resolved protein structure by
different experimental methods or from different laboratories was annotated in
dramatically different locations. The following sections describe the geometric features in
details:

**Average Depth of Cavity**

According to our observations, a defined surface anchor might possess a large solid angle, but not necessary conditions for all its neighboring surface residues. A cluster of surface residues containing distinct levels of solid angles sometimes caused wrong binding region prediction in this study. Hence, to avoid such high variations of neighboring surface residues within a group, an enhanced feature of average depth of a potential cavity was calculated and verified. The average depth was heuristically defined and evaluated according to the following formula:

\[
Depth = \begin{cases} 
5 & \text{if } SA > 0.9 \times 4\pi \\
4 & \text{if } 0.8 \times 4\pi < SA \leq 0.9 \times 4\pi \\
3 & \text{if } 0.7 \times 4\pi < SA \leq 0.8 \times 4\pi \\
2 & \text{if } 0.6 \times 4\pi < SA \leq 0.7 \times 4\pi \\
1 & \text{if } 0.5 \times 4\pi < SA \leq 0.6 \times 4\pi \\
0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases} \quad (2)
\]

where the SA represented the solid angle for each clustered neighboring surface residues in a group. The average depth indicator was obtained by taking an average of transformed depths in the cluster. One example of 6 surface residues within a cluster was illustrated in
Figure 4, and the corresponding depth indicator was obtained by averaging the transformed values between solid angles and mapped depth values.

**Figure 4** A simplified example of an average depth indicator for an anchor cluster with 6 neighboring surface residues.

**Volume of a potential cavity**

The volume of selected cavities provides identifiable discrimination between binding and non-binding regions. In this study, the volume indicator of a cluster was obtained by taking the anchor surface residue as a center and formulating a virtual sphere with a radius of 10 Å. Those voxels located within the virtual sphere but not inside the query protein were then evaluated by taking 7 directional vectors including the edge and diagonal vectors of a cube. If extending both directions of one of the directional vectors could intersect with the query protein simultaneously, then this directional vector was assigned as the interior directional vector. For each voxel under investigation, if it possesses more
than or equal to 4 verified interior vectors, this voxel is defined as part of the volume within the cavity. After examining all voxels in the virtual sphere, total interior voxel counts could provide as the volume value for the cluster. An example is shown in Figure 5. In this figure, each interior voxel was verified and evaluated through 7 extended directional vectors to see if the voxel belongs to the volume indicator.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5** An example for volume indicator: (a) a virtual sphere of 10 Å located at the center of anchor residue was constructed to evaluate the total number of potential volume voxels; (b) 7 extended directional vectors of a candidate volume voxel; (c) If a voxel possesses more than or equal to 4 extended directional vectors intersecting with the protein, the voxel was defined as one of the volume voxels and represented in orange, on the other words, the voxels within the virtual sphere but not belonged to volume contents, these voxels were depicted in blue.

When both geometric features of average depth and volume were obtained, a measuring score combining with linear weighting coefficients was performed for ranking all identified potential binding regions. The formula is written as the following equation:

\[
RV(p) = \frac{CD(p)}{CD_{max}} \times w_1 + \frac{CV(p)}{CV_{max}} \times w_2
\]

Where the RV(p) is the ranking value for anchor residue p; CD(p)_{avg} is the average depth
value of $p$; $CD_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum depth of the query protein; $CV(p)$ is the volume of $p$; $CV_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum volume of the query protein; the sum of both weighting coefficients of $w_1$ and $w_2$ is equal to 1.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Experimental Datasets and Measurements

The testing protein datasets include two types of bound and unbound proteins which were collected from LigASite version 9.5 [31] (http://www.bigre.ulb.ac.be/Users/benoit/LigASite/index.php). Each dataset contains 388 representative and non-redundant protein structures. The binding sites of each protein were also provided for verification. Five evaluation parameters were calculated to compare the performance with other prediction systems including sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV) and Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC). These measurements were obtained by the following formulae:

Sensitivity = $\frac{TP}{TP + FN}$

Specificity = $\frac{TN}{TN + FP}$

Accuracy = $\frac{TP + TN}{TP + TP + FN + TN + FN}$

PPV = $\frac{TP}{TP + FP}$

$MCC = \frac{TP \times TN - FP \times FN}{\sqrt{(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)}}$
System comparison

The proposed system was named as PLB-SAVE and freely available at http://SAVE.cs.ntou.edu.tw/. The prediction performance of PLB-SAVE was evaluated under a ten-fold cross-validation scheme. Both bound (HOLO) and unbound (APO) protein sets, each containing 388 representative proteins, were randomly partitioned into 10 subsets, respectively. Each partitioned subset was retained as the validation proteins for evaluating the prediction model, and the remaining 9 subsets were then applied as training data for setting best default parameters. The cross-validation process is repeated for ten times and each of the ten subsets was applied exactly once as the validation subset. The final measurements were obtained by taking average from individual ten prediction results. The final prediction results were shown in Table 1. Both prediction performances achieved superior and stable performance compared to most of previously published systems. It can be noticed that the performance for bound dataset performed better in all measurements than the unbound dataset in general. This is mainly due to that the trained parameters were obtained from verified binding regions and which were in the bound conditions. Hence, it can be expected that the bound dataset possessed better performance.

Table 1 Prediction system evaluated under a ten-fold cross-validation mechanism.
To demonstrate the superior performance of the PLB-SAVE system, we compared the prediction results with two existed systems: SiteHound and MetaPocket2.0 (MPK2). The first SiteHound prediction system was published on Nucleic Acid Research, 2009 [32], and which identified ligand binding sites by computing interactions between a chemical probe and a protein structure, and adopted the profiles of affinity map and total interaction energy to rank the predicted binding sites. The second MPK2 system was published on Bioinformatics, 2011 [33], which integrated 8 approaches including LIGSITE\textsuperscript{CSC}, PASS, QsiteFinder [34], SURFNET, Fpocket [35], GHECOM, ConCavity [36], and POCASA. The prediction results were obtained by voting mechanisms to decide the predicted protein-ligand binding sites. Previously mentioned bound and unbound proteins in two testing datasets were uploaded one-by-one to these two prediction systems and their performances were listed in Table 1 and Table 3. However, only partial proteins could be successfully predicted by both systems through on-line analysis. Though the proposed PBL-SAVE could successfully predicted all 388 protein structures, for fairly comparison, we
only selected identical structures which were able to be individually processed by these two existing systems. In Table 2, since 373 proteins from APO (uncound structures) could be analyzed by SiteHound and 181 proteins for MPK2, the comparisons of prediction measurements were listed respectively. It can be observed that except the sensitivity for the 181 proteins was worse than MPK2, all other measures were higher than these two system. However, the overall accuracy rate of PLB-SAVE was much higher than the MPK2. In addition, all 388 unbound structures could be successfully identified by the proposed system. Similarly, for bound proteins in HOLO dataset, our proposed system could be successfully predicted all 388 entries, but only 374 proteins for SiteHound and 148 proteins for MPK2. Neglecting the unpredictable proteins for both SiteHound and MPK2 systems, we evaluated the system performance according to the successfully predicted cases from these two systems respectively. Accordingly, from the Table 3 (a), the PLB-SAVE provided superior performance than SiteHound in terms of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and MCC indicators for bound proteins. In Table 3(b), the average prediction results were also better than MPK2 in most aspects except the sensitivity and MCC were slightly lower for these 148 protein structures. Nevertheless, we believe that if all proteins were required to be evaluated for the performance, the proposed PLB-SAVE system should outperform these two existing systems in all aspects. In addition, it could be observed as
previously mentioned phenomenon that the performance of three prediction systems for bound proteins were generally better than the unbound ones, which is due to the bound proteins possessing less flexibility on protein surface conformation and perhaps lower static energies as well. Interestingly, we found that the performance of the proposed system is more stable than the other two systems regarding the bound and unbound protein structures. For example, the prediction results from unbound to bound proteins, in terms of sensitivity, the increased performances were 11.1%, 42.0%, and 21.3% for the PLB-SAVE, SiteHound, and MPK2 respectively. The stable performance of a prediction system is important since the practical applications for unknown protein binding site prediction would mainly be unbound structures. Therefore, from the performance of our proposed system and compared results, it could reveal that simple and reliable features could provide a quite stable performance for protein binding region analysis.

Table 2 Prediction results of PLB-SAVE system on APO unbound dataset were compared to two existing systems respectively. All measurements were obtained according to successfully predicted proteins by SiteHound and MPK2. Bold faced data represent the best performance between two prediction systems. (a) PLB-SAVE compared with SiteHound with respect to 373 proteins. (b) PLB-SAVE compared with MPK2 with respect to 181 proteins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>APO (unbound structures)</th>
<th>PLB-SAVE (373 proteins)</th>
<th>SiteHound (373 proteins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Prediction results of PLB-SAVE system on HOLO bound dataset were compared to two existing systems respectively. All measurements were obtained according to successfully predicted proteins by SiteHound and MPK2. Bold faced data represent the best performance between two prediction systems. (a) PLB-SAVE compared with SiteHound with respect to 373 proteins. (b) PLB-SAVE compared with MPK2 with respect to 181 proteins.

(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>APO (unbound structures)</th>
<th>PLB-SAVE (181 proteins)</th>
<th>MPK2 (181 proteins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HOLO (bound structures)</th>
<th>PLB-SAVE (374 proteins)</th>
<th>SiteHound (374 proteins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)
Computational Performance by CUDA

We employed the CUDA toolkit version 3.2 and Visual Studio 2008 to implement the proposed algorithms. For comparison, both adopting CPU architecture alone and utilizing CUDA computing architecture were implemented respectively. The experimental results were carried out on an Intel Dual-Core CPU E8400 2.6 GHz with 4 GB DDR2 memory and a GeForce GTS 450 graphics card using the Microsoft Windows XP operating system.

The sizes of unbound protein structures in the APO dataset range from 58 to 4521 amino acids, atom number from 530 to 34,156, and surface points from 4,513 to 162,159 voxels. Required average computational time for computing solid angles through CPU and CUDA acceleration could be reduced from 7.03 seconds to 0.64 seconds. Similarly, the sizes of bound protein structures within complexes in the HOLO dataset range from 58 to 4520 amino acids, atom number from 454 to 34,186, and surface points from 4,510 to 141,201 voxels. Required average computational time for computing solid angles through CPU and CUDA acceleration could be reduced from 6.51 seconds to 0.59 seconds. The relationship between required computational time and the total number of atoms in both datasets was depicted in Figure 6. It can be observed that the performance of utilizing CUDA architecture can significantly reduce required computational time and gain more
improvement as the protein sizes increased. The CUDA implementation could obtain tremendously improved performance and near 11 fold faster in average for both bound and unbound testing datasets.
4. CONCLUSION

The feature of solid angle in bioinformatics was originally proposed as early as 1986 by Connolly, and it is powerful and frequently applied to verify the uneven nature of surface bindings in a three-dimensional space. In this paper, based on the selected anchor surface residues from ranked solid angles, two extra important geometric features including the depth and volume of the selected potential cavities were employed. We developed an efficient and effective identification system for predicting the protein-ligand binding regions. The novel and important combinatorial features based on CUDA parallel processing technologies were proposed in this study. Accompany with the feature extraction algorithms for solid angles, clustering processes, anchor determination, and two extra geometric features were designed to facilitate the binding region selection. These identified protein-ligand binding regions on protein surface usually belong to concave structure from previous observations. Hence, all possible interactively combined anchors from the query proteins can be efficiently identified for the applications of drug and vaccine design strategies. In addition, not only protein-based vaccine but
carbohydrate-based vaccine is used in clinical prevention. The binding sites between the antibody and antigen are crucial for the efficacy of the protective effects. Recently, the carbohydrate-based vaccine has gained more and more attention due to the serotypes of various bacterial or viral strains. As well as the glycans exposed on the surface of cancer cells, carbohydrate has been developed as a target to be neutralized by an antibody for inducing the antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity for cancer therapy [37]. Therefore to develop carbohydrate-based vaccine could be expected specifically to protect hosts against the infection and eliminate the cancer cells by immunotherapy. Thus, prediction of the ligand, such as carbohydrate or glycan, binding sites would contribute a lot of contributions to the field of vaccine development. The main contribution of this paper does not only emphasize on identifying the accurate protein-ligand binding regions, but also try to provide a practical way under the CUDA parallel computing architecture. Two testing datasets include 388 unbound and bound proteins were evaluated and compared to two existing well-known systems. The results have shown that the proposed parallel algorithms achieved an average accuracy rate of 94.9% for correctly identifying protein-ligand binding regions on two unbound and bound proteins, and an average of 11-fold faster for computing geometric features by employing CUDA architecture on these testing datasets. This PLB-SAVE can be applied as one of the first prediction tools for
protein surface analysis and protein-ligand binding region detection for practical applications on drug and vaccine development.
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